
Syllabus: LING-UA 5/PSYCH-UA 56
Introduction to Psycholinguistics

New York University, Spring 2015

Course
LING-UA 5-001
PSYCH-UA 56-001 Introduction to Psycholinguistics
Tuesday and Thursday, 11:00–12:15
Meyer 851
dustinalfonso.net/psycholing

Instructors

Dustin Alfonso Chacón (homepage: http://dustinalfonso.net/)
dustin.alfonso@nyu.edu

Office hours: Monday 11:00–12:00
Room 515, 10 Washington Place

Required textbook
Language in Mind: An Introduction to Psycholinguistics
Julie Sedivy
ISBN: 978-0878935987
Publisher: Sinauer Associates
Available at the NYU Bookstore, and online
Additional readings (available on NYUClasses):

Cuetos, Fernando, and Don C. Mitchell. 1988. Cross-linguistic differences in parsing: Restrictions on the use
of the Late Closure strategy in Spanish. Cognition 30(1), 73–105.

Dillon, Brian, Alan Mishler, Shayne Sloggett, Colin Phillips. 2013. Contrasting intrusion profiles for agree-
ment and anaphora: Experimental and modeling evidence. Journal of Memory and Language 69, 85–103.

Grillo, Nino, and João Costa. 2014. A novel argument for the universality of parsing principles. Cognition
133(1), 156–187.
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Lewis, Richard L., Shravan Vasishth. An Activation-Based Model of Sentence Processing as Skilled Memory
Retrieval. Cognitive Science 29, 375–419.

Jusczyk, Peter. 1997. The Discovery of Spoken Language. Cambridge: The MIT Press.

Trueswell, John C., Tamara Nicol Medina, Alon Hafri, and Lila R. Gleitman. 2013. Propose but verify: Fast
mapping meets cross-situational learning. Cognitive Psychology 66, 126–156.

Trueswell, John C., Irina Sekerina, Nicole M. Hill, Marian L. Logrip. 1999. The kindergarten-path effect:
Studying on-line sentence processing in young children. Cognition 73(2), 89–134.

Omaki, Akira, Jeffrey Lidz. 2014. Linking parser development to acquisition of syntactic knowledge. Lan-
guage Acquisition 22(2), 158–192.

Phillips, Colin. 2006. The real-time status of island phenomena. Language 82(4), 795–823.

Phillips, Colin. 2013. On the nature of island constraints 1: Language processing and reductinoist accounts. In
J. Sprouse and N. Hornstein (eds.), Experimental Syntax and Island Effects. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 64–108.

Xu, Fei, and Joshua B. Tanenbaum. 2007. Word Learning as Bayesian Inference. Psychological Review
114(2), 245–272.

Course description
This course is an introduction to psycholinguistics, the study of how we acquire, comprehend,
and produce language. In this course, we will primarily focus on grammar and word learning,
phonological perception, lexical access, sentence processing (natural language parsing, memory
retrieval, prediction), sentence production, and children’s sentence processing. We will survey the
major findings in these areas, discuss their implications for theories of language in the mind, and
focus on the techniques used by psycholinguists. There will be a small lab portion to this course.

Workload and grade calculation
• Lab assignments (40%)

• Short assignments (30%)

• Final (20%)

• Participation (10%)

Your letter grade for the class will be assigned on the following scale.
A 93–100% B 83–86% C 73–76% D 60–64%
A– 90-92% B– 80-82% C– 70-72% F 0–59%
B+ 87–89% C+ 72–79% D+ 65–69%

Fractional grades will be rounded to the nearest integer. A 0.5 fraction will be rounded up (e.g.
92.5 is rounded up to 93).
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Policies and other remarks
Attendance policy. I know that you are serious students but that you are also adults who bud-
get time between coursework, jobs, personal/family commitments, and unforeseen circumstances.
While I do not take attendance in class, as in any course, you will do best if you come to class
every time and on time.

What to do if you miss class. Go to the NYU Classes site, http://newclasses.nyu.edu. All the
materials will be posted to the course site. Review these and read the textbook chapter or supple-
mentary reading extra attentively. Its also a good idea to make a friend in the class so that you can
trade notes in case one of you misses a lecture.

Extra credit. The homeworks and final may or may not include some extra credit questions.
Extra credit is an equal opportunity for everyone in the class to improve their grades, so it will not
be issued to individual students upon request. If you want some grade security, I suggest doing all
the homework assignments and not missing class.

How to contact us. The best way is by e-mail (see above for my e-mail address), or talk to me
right before or right after class. Take advantage of our office hours if you can. I will also be happy
to meet you by appointment.

Personal situations. If anything arises during the semester that may affect your classroom per-
formance, please come talk to the professor. If you wait until the end of the semester, I won’t be
able to help you. I’m more likely to be able to address the situation if you speak to us when it
happens. If something catastrophic happens in your life that prevents you from continuing your
studies for an extended period of time, you should talk to the Dean of Students (currently Dean
Kalb, richard.kalb@nyu.edu).

Accommodations. If you have a diagnosed disability that requires special accommodations,
please bring your paperwork to class and talk to the professor and to your TA. For further infor-
mation, see the Moses Center website at http://www.nyu.edu/life/safety-health-wellness/students-
with-disabilities.html

Religious holidays. If you anticipate being absent because of any religious observance, you
should tell me in advance whenever possible. If you are unable to attend class because of your
documented religious beliefs, you will not be penalized for any class, recitation, exam, or assign-
ment deadline missed on that day or days, and you will be given a make-up exam or an assignment
deadline extension.

Academic Honesty Policy. Cheating will not be tolerated and may cost you your grade and have
repercussions in your career (for example, having a cheating record will all but negate your chances
of getting into a decent law school). The following is a non-exhaustive list of examples of what
counts as cheating in this course: (i) copying the homework from another student, with or without
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the student’s knowledge, or collaborating on the homework with another student; (ii) copying a
test from another student, with or without the student’s knowledge; (iii) reproducing data or ideas
from a scholarly source without attributing authorship where it is due. The University policies
on Academic Integrity are described on http://cas.nyu.edu/page/academicintegrity for CAS and
on http://tinyurl.com/nyu-policy for NYU (also via http://www.nyu.edu > About NYU > Policies
and Guidelines > University Policies and Guidelines > Academic Affairs & Faculty > Academic
Integrity for Students at NYU).

You will fail any homework on which you have cheated. You will fail the course and be reported
to the University if you cheat repeatedly or if you cheat on a test.

How to succeed in this course. This course requires a certain degree of involvement on your
part if you wish to earn more than a passing grade. If you want to do well, you should:

• come to all the classes and take notes (you can download or print out the slides before class);

• check your email often for announcements;

• do all the reading before the day for which it is assigned;

• set aside at least two or three hours each week to do the homework, and don’t wait to do it
at the last minute;

• not be afraid to ask your professor for help if you have trouble with an assignment.

Labs. There will be two labs in this course – Lab 1 will focus on lexical access, and Lab 2
will focus on sentence processing. These labs will be performed online, using the Ibex software
(http://www.spellout.net/ibexfarm). Lab 1 will be assigned at the beginning of the semester, and
Lab 2 will be assigned immediately after Spring Break. Students will be asked to split into groups
of 4, and each group will develop the materials and program the experiment into ibexfarm. Detailed
instructions will be given with the lab. Students will then be asked to perform all other groups’
experiment by a deadline. Students will then be given code that will analyze their data, and they
will be asked to write a short (5 pages) report on their results. Students will be graded on the
quality of their write-up, completion of the experiment, and having participated in the other groups’
experiments. It is highly recommended that students begin working on the labs as early as
possible – leaving the lab portions to the end of the semester will hurt your group and the
other groups.

Homeworks. There will be three homeworks assigned throughout the term. These will be short-
answer questions that will be submitted in hard copy by the start of the lecture on the due date.
These will focus on technical concepts discussed in the class. Homework 1 will focus on aspects
of linguistic theory, Homework 2 will focus on word and grammar learning, and Homework 3 will
focus on syntactic processing.

Final. There will be a take-home final that must be submitted electronically by the final date,
(TBA). This will be a comprehensive final similar to the three homeworks, focussing primarily on
concepts and important experimental results.
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Schedule
The following is a schedule of topics. Changes to this schedule will be announced in class and on
NYU Classes.

Wk Date Topics Readings Notes

1 Jan 26 Introduction
Jan 28 Phonology, Morphology

2 Feb 2 Syntax, Semantics
Feb 4 Syntax, Semantics

3 Feb 9 Learning Sound Patterns Sedivy Ch. 4 Homework 1 Due
Feb 11 Learning Sound Patterns Sedivy Ch. 4

4 Feb 16 Phonological Perception Jusczyk 1997 Ch. 3
Feb 18 Phonological Perception Jusczyk 1997 Ch. 3

5 Feb 23 Learning Words Sedivy Ch. 5
Feb 25 Learning Words Sedivy Ch. 5

6 Mar 1 Cross-situational Learning Xu and Tanenbaum 2007
Mar 3 Fast Mapping Trueswell et al 2013 Lab 1 Data Due

7 Mar 8 Learning the Structure of Sentences Sedivy Ch. 6
Mar 10 Learning the Structure of Sentences Sedivy Ch. 6 Lab 1 Write-Up Due

8 Mar 15 Spring break!
Mar 17 Spring break!

9 Mar 22 Word Recognition Sedivy Ch. 7
Mar 24 Word Recognition Sedivy Ch. 7 Homework 2 Due

10 Mar 29 Understanding Sentence Structure Sedivy Ch. 8
Mar 31 Understanding Sentence Structure Sedivy Ch. 8

11 Apr 5 Islands Phillips (2006)
Apr 7 Islands Phillips (2013)

12 Apr 5 Memory Retrieval Lewis and Vasishth (2005)
Apr 7 Memory Retrieval Dillon et al (2013)

13 Apr 12 Cross-Language Variation? Cuetos and Mitchell (1988)
Apr 14 Cross-Language Variation? Grillo and Costa (2014) Homework 3 Due

14 Apr 19 Children’s Parsing Trueswell et al (1999)
Apr 21 Children’s Parsing Omaki and Lidz (2014) Lab 2 Data Due

15 Apr 26 Speaking Sedivy Ch. 9
Apr 28 Speaking Sedivy Ch. 9 Lab 2 Write-Up Due

16 May 3 Discourse and Inference Sedivy Ch. 10
Apr 5 Discourse and Inference Sedivy Ch. 10
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